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PDF | A Business Plan: Hotel Beach Resort & Spa located in Panama. This paper â€¢Hilton: 5 star city hotel, room rates
on par with Hotel's rate.

Economies of Scale Sharing costs enables small hotels to benefit from economies of scale usually only
accesible to large hotels or hotel chains. There will be many different kinds of restaurants in our resort and we
will provide different types of foods such as: Korean, Japanese, Western, Italian, and Cambodian. Ideal
Customer Our ideal customer will be a high-class and middle-class family as well as couples. We will
consider customers as our guests and serve them with pleasure to have them feel very delightful. Quality: we
focus on quality rather than just seeking for profits. We will have water purifier system to convert dirty or
used water to clean water before we flow it into the sea. It would not be convenient and suitable for our local
people compare to their incomes therefore it would not be popular among them as well and thus we have lose
our customers since the first stage of our business. Although, the number of customers are our expectation but
it could varies depending on different days and times of the year. Marugal will incorporate synergies from
their existing suite of hotel operations. The meeting room is fully equippedf or smaller conferences,
presentations and we provide a limousine and taxi service to and from the hotel to the airport and major urban
centers in towns. Marugal as the Hotel management company will follow this strategy in tight agreement with
the project developer and Asset Manager Mallorca Lifestyle Estates S. Because our resort need to provide high
quality service to customers, that is why training is an important course for our workplace. Once cash flows
begin to be positive by the 6th month, Eco-Central will then plan for expansion after the 3 year period.
Intermediate: years 1. According to these features, they are senior who want to enjoy themselves during their
retirement period and this happens very often to many elite groups who like to spend their money and time to
enjoy travelling especially to luxurious places like our resort and their target place is usually the golf course.
For physically impaired The hotel of course is amply suitable and adapted to persons who travel in
wheelchairs, need nursing care, have vision or hearing difficulties or otherwise require easy access to
amenities, services and accommodation. In our restaurant, technology would also use as bill payments for the
customer and the information will proceed to the database as daily revenues. Bamboo Island surrounds by the
sea, Gulf of Thailand, and totally natural that customers are demanding for. With 22 natural environment plus
new creativity, it would capture their interests even more. Product Features and Benefits The Paradise Island
Resort will provides full ranges of services that consumers are able to experience with numerous categories.
Employees: we will treat all of our employees fairly and motivate them to work more by offering bonuses and
other benefits plus training courses in order to improve their work performances. The first one is the Channel
1: Direct Distribution that delivers our services directly to customers without intermediaries. Global Issues
Our business will have to concern about global issues for sure because our customers are from different
countries around the world and somehow have different cultures as well as ways of living. They will also
produce the annual profit and loss account and balance sheet as well as file our tax return. Due to the nearby
surrounding competition, we only plan a smaller sized restaurant area offering high quality Finger Food.
Public relations Press releases are issued to both trade journals and publications such as local and regional
newspapers, travel agents, hotel and accommodation magazines, online hotel and restaurant directories and in
conjunction with local Chambers of Commerce. The second one is the Channel 4: Distribution by Agents or
Brokers that depends on travel agents to help advertise and promote our resort to customers. The hotel even
has a heated pool that plays music from movie soundtracks underwater. Pablo Carrington at this point acts as
an Advisor with regards to cost planning, Revenue targets, Price policy and Hotel Management. We will start
issuing Initial Public Offerings IPOs in order to raise capital with the hope of expanding further and creating
more value to our service. Our average room rate will be Euro which is well below other price offers Can
Alomar starts at Euro of our competitors. Additionally, he must be advance in technical, human relations,
conceptual, decision-making, and time management skills. The final decision of which personnel to employ
will rest with the Board who will analyze the suggestions provided by Hilton Group and pick the candidate
with best qualification and relevant experience to continue leading our Hotel to greater heights. Some ways to
mitigate these risks are: Marketing overseas to encourage more booking and payments online to minimize
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changing of hotel bookings when in Fiji. This may prove fatal for the hotel in terms of providing for our
guests including our salad bar that is one of the main features of our restaurant. We will earn their trust by
organizing regular financial transactions to our investors and make sure that those information are accurate.
Pedro Molina and Pablo Carrington. Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc is known for its refined luxury rooms, suites, and
villas, not to mention its glittering settings overlooking the azure sea. For regional competitors, our location
would be an advantage. For this purpose we have executed a net present valuation of the property based on our
Discounted income calculations DCF Method. This will be emphasized until the strategies are carried out as
planned and the results are obvious. Existing international business network will facilitate our marketing and
sales to existing business relationships.


